Strategic Communications is proud to provide the Department of Defense (DoD) and Federal agencies with immediate access to the communications and networking solutions needed to improve mission effectiveness through the Space and Naval Warfare Multiple Award Contract for Commercial-Off-the-Shelf PBX, routers, switches and other related equipment.

Agencies can use Strategic's SPAWAR-PBX, ROUTERS & SWITCHES N65236-09-D-5175 to lower costs through volume discounts and procure a wide range of advanced communications and networking solutions. These are designed to improve situational awareness and operational efficiencies, foster superior decision-making during warfare, homeland security missions and disaster response.

Strategic Communications' expertise helps agencies evaluate, procure, implement and support an array of integrated communications, high-speed network technologies, tactical, mobile and video communications and collaboration solutions. All of these help meet current and future mission support requirements. Contact us to learn more.

Advanced Technology. Leading Expertise.

Strategic delivers the advanced technology expertise needed to expand communications capabilities and meet critical mission objectives. Our certified experts have expertise in unified communications, wireless, mobility and sophisticated networking to support a secure communications infrastructure. Use our Advanced Technology Center (ATC) to demonstrate cutting-edge equipment and increase the value and utility of your investments – and get direct access to experts who can recommend the best contract-compliant solutions to help you cut costs, optimize current assets and expand capabilities.
Impactful Partnerships

Strategic offers technology products from more than 3,000 manufacturers around the world, ensuring we can provide each customer with precisely the right solution. Strategic maintains powerful partnerships with the following SPAWAR OEMs:

- Cisco - Advanced Routing and Switching
- Cisco - Advanced Unified Communications
- Cisco - Cloud Provider
- Cisco Premier
- Cisco Advanced Collaboration
- Dell Premier
- EMC - Velocity Solution Provider
- HP - PartnerONE Business Partner
- Microsoft Certified
- VMware - Professional

Certifications

Strategic’s skilled engineers and expert sales team maintain more than 100 certifications from major manufacturers and meet continuing education requirements to ensure the company provides the latest in technology solutions and creates true value for its customers.

National Presence

- Headquartered in Louisville, KY
- Multiple Sales offices
- Nationwide on-site technicians

Request a Quote

1. Contact SPAWAR Systems Center Atlantic Procuring Contracting Officer (PCO) for contract requirements.
2. For fair competition, SPAWAR Systems Center Atlantic then sends a Request For Quote (RFQ) to all MAC holders.
3. Contactors submit proposals in accordance with the evaluation criteria identified in the RFQ.
4. A Delivery Order is awarded in accordance with the RFQ award criteria.

The latest technology and best service is an award-winning combination.

RECENT AWARDS & RECOGNITION

- CRN Fast Growth 25 (2012)
- CRN Solutions Provider 500 (2014)
- Fast 50 Award – Business First (2011, 2012 & 2013)
- Technology 200 (2012 & 2013)
- CivilianJobs.com Military Employer Winner (2014)
- Best Places To Work In Kentucky (2014)

310 Evergreen Road
Louisville, KY 40243
Phone: 502 | 493-7234
Fax: 502 | 657-6512
www.yourstrategic.com
sales@yourstrategic.com
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Kathy Mills
Program Manager
(502)657-3412
kmills@yourstrategic.com

Nick Rosenberg
Sales Inquiries
(502)813-8019
nrosenberg@yourstrategic.com

Alan Miller
Procuring Contracting Officer
(843)218-6088
alan.d.miller2@navy.mil
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Proud Member